W hen brain lesions are located in expressive areas, particularly those close to language-related structures, it is necessary to perform careful functional mapping to preserve expressive function while ensuring maximal lesion resection. However, although several epicenters and subcortical fibers are known to be involved, the complexity of the human language system means that completely accurate monitoring and mapping of language function cannot be assured.
are not required for specific brain function. In particular, higher-order cognitive functions, such as language, appear to have wider supplementary areas when comparing fMRI results with electrocortical stimulation (ECS) mapping. 18, 28, 34 Research into functional brain imaging has also focused on illustrating the subcortical fibers required for language function, and tractography has now become a standard procedure for visualizing the major axonal fascicles of interest by calculating the diffusion tensor values of each pixel. 1, 14 Previous reports have described integrated tractography of arcuate fascicles into a neuronavigation system and confirmed the integrated fibers by ECS. 15, 16 Despite this, it remains impractical to consistently extract the arcuate fascicles by tractography because there are no anatomical landmarks for the tracking initiation points and the fiber is closely packed with the corticospinal tract in the frontotemporal region. Given these anatomical and technical limitations, ECS during awake craniotomy remains the gold standard in language mapping. 7, [30] [31] [32] However, technical difficulties still limit its use, including the need for patient cooperation, identifying optimal stimulation sites, ECS-related side effects, and the inherent seizure risk. Therefore, we have focused on extracting language-related activity in real time by recording electrophysiological signals directly from the brain surface instead of by ECS.
The dynamics of oscillatory neuronal activity on electrocorticography (ECoG) have been proposed as potential neurophysiological indicators. Among these oscillatory changes, augmentation of high gamma activity (HGA) from approximately 60 to 140 Hz was assumed to reflect localized cortical processing. Crone et al. constructed HGA maps of language-related functions in patients performing word-reading tasks, which were confirmed by ECS. 6 Therefore, HGA sheds light on the optimal signal for accurate functional mapping. We have reported a clinical user interface for real-time HGA mapping in awake craniotomy, with combinations of various language tasks inducing HGA distribution in expressive language and motor cortices. 24 However, this revealed basic issues for patients with motor-dominant or conduction aphasia who could not perform language-execution tasks. Indeed, such patients are candidates for neither real-time HGA analysis nor routine ECS mapping, leaving a group with an unmet need.
Recently, cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEPs) have received strong attention for monitoring subcortical fiber functions. 38 With stimulation to expressive sites, CCEPs appear in functionally connected brain cortices without any specific tasks. Because the evoked potentials are bidirectional responses, we expected that it would be possible to record CCEPs by stimulating the temporal language area in cases with motor-dominant or conduction aphasia. Therefore, this study focused on establishing passive language mapping for aphasic patients by combining real-time HGA mapping and CCEP recording during awake craniotomy. Hence, we hypothesized that it would be possible to identify and monitor brain function for the whole language network by passive listening and simple cortical stimulation. We thought that the combination should enable quick and less-invasive monitoring of language networks during awake craniotomy without the need for active patient cooperation.
methods patient population
Five patients, each with an intraaxial tumor affecting the frontotemporal language areas of the dominant hemisphere, underwent lesion resection by awake craniotomy at the Asahikawa Medical University between July 2014 and December 2014. The demographic data of these patients are listed in Table 1 . The study was approved by our institutional review board, and written informed consent was obtained from each patient or their family before participation.
protocols for mri
Four patients underwent preoperative fMRI to evaluate if they could perform language tasks, but this was not needed in the patient in Case 1, who had severe conduction aphasia. All MRI studies were performed preoperatively with a 3-T whole-body MRI scanner with echo planar capabilities and a 32-channel surface coil (Discovery 750 W; General Electric). We performed fMRI with a T2-weighted echo planar imaging sequence. Each fMRI session consisted of 3 activation periods and 4 baseline (rest) periods lasting 2 minutes 12 seconds in total. The tasks used for patients were word reading (WR) and picture naming (PN). We used g.USBamp with a visual stimulation program (Guger Technologies OG) to present visual stimuli to the patients that were synchronized with scanning via hardware triggers.
Preprocessed data for each patient were analyzed with the standard general linear model approach by using boxcar predictors convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Pixels with a z-score greater than 2.2 were considered to indicate fMRI activation (Dr. View, Infocom). For each patient, the fMRI results were coregistered and fused with the corresponding anatomical MR image of the patient's head, maximizing the mutual information between the data sets.
intraoperative ecog recording
All patients underwent ECoG recording before, during, and after the lesion resection while receiving conscious sedation. We used two 20-channel ECoG grids with a 3-mm electrode diameter and 10-mm interelectrode distance (Unique Medical), together with 4-channel strip electrodes. The grids located the suspected frontal and temporal language areas by using the neuronavigation system according to the language-related fMRI results. One channel of the strip electrode, which reached the vertex of the frontal tip, was used as a reference, and the other was set as a ground. The grids and exposed brain surface were captured by a digital camera before resection. The ECoG data were recorded digitally by 1200-Hz sampling with a 24-bit resolution and high oversampling to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, using a 256-channel g.HIamp biosignal amplifier (Guger Technologies OG). Electrode orientations were manually superimposed on the captured image.
monitoring and visualization of the language network
Passive Listening Task for Real-Time HGA Mapping A native Japanese speaker read 4 different Japanese stories of at least 20 words in 15 seconds, which were recorded in the waveform audio file (WAVE) format. To activate the posterior language area, one of these stories was acoustically delivered to the patients while they were conscious. Linguistic stimuli were delivered at 100 dB via bilateral earphones, using a data-acquisition computer from g.HIamp, and using 1-KHz pure tones for 200 msec as reference sounds. Each patient was first asked to relax without sound for 15 seconds (rest phase) and then passively listen to the delivered sounds (active phase). The rest and active phases were repeated alternately 3 times; thus, the measurement lasted for 90 seconds.
The ECoG data were analyzed by MATLAB R2012a (Mathworks) on the acquisition computer. After channels containing singular noise and epileptic discharges were excluded, we performed a common average reference to suppress common mode signals and calculated the baseline ECoG activity of each channel in the HGA between 80 and 160 Hz. The patient was then instructed to perform each passive listening task, and the data processing was started to visualize the real-time ECoG activity. To obtain power averages across HGA, we standardized the power spectral density values for 3 of the 15-second ECoG data epochs that included baseline and active phases. A t-test was used to determine whether HGA values in the active phases were significantly different from those at baseline; for linguistic HGA mapping, we considered p values < 0.05 to be statistically significant after Bonferroni correction. The result of each task demonstrated red circles overlaying the electrodes, depending on the real-time statistical significance in the MATLAB environment. The significance value was represented by the circle diameter. All computations were performed in real time and updated at 20 Hz.
Protocol for Language Mapping With CCEP
Based on linguistic HGA mapping, we stimulated the identified receptive language area on the temporal lesion. The electrical stimulus that we used comprised a constant, current square-wave pulse of 0.3 msec at a frequency of 1 Hz. Two adjacent electrodes were used for bipolar stimulation to achieve localized currents on the language cortices. Stimulation polarity was alternated to reduce the stimulus artifact. 22 The current was given at 80% of the intensity that produced clinical signs or after-discharges during ECS; the maximum intensity was 15 mA. The band-pass filter for data acquisition was between 1 and 1000 Hz, with a sampling rate of 2000 Hz per channel. Responses were averaged using the stimulus onset as the trigger, with pre-and poststimulus periods of 100 msec and 800 msec, respectively. In each session, we stimulated at least 5 points on the temporal region with or without HGA, and at least 2 trials of 30 responses were recorded to check the CCEP reproducibility. During recordings, participants were asked to keep their eyes closed and to remain relaxed. The electrical stimulus was delivered via the electrodes in an attempt to investigate the cortico-cortical connections from receptive language areas to frontal expressive language areas. This procedure did not need any specific tasks, and it detected CCEPs on the frontal electrode. Each CCEP epoch consisted of 50 msec prestimulus and 150 msec poststimulus time. Whereas CCEP epochs were averaged using the stimulation trigger, baseline epochs were averaged using a random software trigger that was not overlapping with the CCEP epochs. A Welch test, which is a derived t-test for populations with different variances, was used to check significant differences between the averaged baseline and CCEP epochs. The significance threshold was set to p < 0.05 for a 2-tailed t-distribution.
Electrocortical Stimulation Mapping
Biphasic electrical pulses (frequency 50 Hz, pulse duration 0.3 msec) were applied to the cortical sites of conscious patients using the same electrodes as for ECoG recording. The stimulus condition was bipolar, with 2 ECoG channel pairs, and determined the stimulus intensity for each patient by first applying the stimulation at 3 mA and progressively increasing the current strength until the stimulation evoked neurological deficits or discharges. The stimulus current was increased to no more than 15 mA to avoid seizures. For language mapping during fMRI and ECoG recordings, we systematically used simple language tasks, including spontaneous speech, WR, and PN. The stimulus channel pairs were registered by the neuronavigation system.
For calculation of sensitivity and specificity we analyzed all 20 ECoG channels on the frontal and the temporal lobes, respectively. Although ECS was a bipolar setting, HGA and CCEPs were separately observed on each electrode.
All electrodes were classified into 4 groups according to whether each electrode involved HGA [HGA (+) or HGA (-)] or CCEP [CCEP (+) or CCEP (-)] and/or whether each electrode was positive (+) or negative (-) on ECS. Using these 4 electrode groups, we obtained the sensitivity 
results patient symptoms and performance
The patients' demographic data are presented in Table  1 . Patients had no or little impairment of language-related function, except for the patient in Case 1, who had severe conduction aphasia. However, despite her neurological symptoms, this patient understood the presented words and pictures. None of the other 4 patients had any difficulties with the semantic tasks and underwent all mapping procedures, including HGA and CCEP recording and ECS mapping.
We started linguistic HGA mapping with the patients intubated, with a laryngeal mask airway. During awake craniotomy, the bispectral index (BIS) was maintained between 80 and 85 to obtain stable responses on the superior temporal region with no motion artifact. The mapping procedures consisted of 3 steps in the following order: linguistic HGA mapping, CCEP recording, and ECS mapping.
linguistic hga mapping
All 5 patients passively listened to the sound stimuli. Pure tone evoked no significant HGA increase in any of the cases. In contrast, linguistic sounds resulted in multiple red bubbles appearing in the superior and middle temporal gyri. The spatial-temporal dynamics of the linguistic HGA bubbles were stable within 30 seconds of the sound delivery, and fewer than 8 bubbles (mean 4.45) remained for the posterior-superior temporal regions in all cases. The mean duration of the most active HGA was 2-9 seconds, and most bubbles were diminishing before the end of the third repetition. Linguistic HGA mapping indicated the receptive temporal language area in all 5 cases.
the ccep technique for language mapping
Single biphasic electrical currents were delivered via different electrode pairs to the positive or negative linguistic HGA areas. The 20-channel electrode covering the frontal language area recorded raw ECoG data with electrical triggers.
In the 5 patients undergoing awake craniotomy with the same BIS level, CCEPs consisted of one peak in 4 cases and two peaks in 1 case. The mean latency of the main peak was 55.4 ± 21.4 msec, and the mean amplitude of the main peak was 58.02 ± 30.6 µV. The main peaks of CCEPs mostly appeared on the posterior part of the inferior and middle frontal gyri, whereas no CCEPs appeared by stimulating any of the bubble-negative temporal areas, in all cases.
comparison among hga, ccep, and ecs mappings
The BIS was increased beyond 90 to keep patients alert and to allow them to perform semantic tasks for ECS mapping only. Although we achieved minimal ECS mapping in Case 1 due to her severe aphasia, we resected the lesion while preserving the frontal CCEPs. In the other 4 cases, detailed ECS mapping showed spatial distribution of language-related functions.
For the temporal language areas on linguistic HGA mapping, ECS consistently induced speech arrest or total aphasia. The sensitivity and specificity of linguistic HGA-ECS mapping for the temporal language area were 93.8% and 95%, respectively, compared with 93.8% and 83%, respectively, for CCEP-ECS mapping in the frontal area. After the lesion resection, CCEPs were preserved in all cases.
postoperative course
After tumor resection, aphasia had not worsened in Case 1, but the patients in Cases 2 and 3 each suffered from transient naming difficulty for 2 weeks. The postoperative courses of other 2 patients (Cases 4 and 5) were uneventful.
representative cases

Case 2
This 58-year-old man had mild right-sided hemiparesis with no language deficit for 2 months. The MRI sequence obtained with Gd-DTPA enhancement revealed a lesion in the left temporal tip (Fig. 1A) , and T2-weighted images showed a small hyperintense spot in the left centrum semiovale. The surgical strategy was to resect the entire area of enhancement, preserving temporal language functions. After craniotomy, the patient was able to communicate with staff and understood verbal commands. Linguistic HGA mapping demonstrated 3 channels with significant HGA increase in the superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 1B) . The electrical stimuli to an HGA-positive electrode pair consistently induced CCEPs peaking at 23.3 msec on 4 electrodes (F4, F5, F9, and F10) on the frontal lobe (Figs.  1C and 2) . The ECS to the linguistic HGA-positive and frontal CCEP-positive electrodes induced total aphasia and paranomia, respectively. For example, stimulation to T15-20 and T14-20 induced severe aphasia. The ECS to the frontal electrodes (F3-9, F4-9, F5-9, F9-13, and F9-14) evoked complex symptoms such as paranomia, anomia, or total aphasia (Fig. 1D) . We confirmed that no neurological deficit was evoked by ECS with other channel pairs. The sensitivity and specificity of HGA mapping were 100% compared with ECS mapping. The CCEP mapping produced sensitivity and specificity values of 75% and 81%, respectively. The patient suffered from transient aphasia for 8 days after surgery.
Case 3
This 59-year-old woman had mild right-sided hemiparesis with no language deficit. An MRI study demonstrated small enhancement spots in a diffuse lesion with hyperintensity in the left frontal lobe on T2-weighted images (Fig. 3A) . The surgical strategy was to perform maximal tumor resection while preserving the frontal language function. In the initial 30 minutes of awake craniotomy, the patient was drowsy and found it difficult to follow simple commands at a BIS of 80. Linguistic HGA mapping demonstrated 4 active channels on the superior temporal gyrus only, and showed characteristic HGA dynam-ics (Fig. 3B) . Linguistic HGA rapidly increased within 10 seconds of delivering the linguistic stimuli and decreased quickly. Whereas the stimulation to the T15 and T20 pair evoked larger CCEPs on F2 and F3, stimulation of T19 and T20 induced CCEPs on F2, F3, and F5 (Fig. 3C) . The ECS to T15-20 and T19-20 induced total aphasia and severe paranomia, respectively. The ECS to F2-3, F3-4, and F4-5 provoked speech hesitation or naming difficulty (Fig. 3D) . For HGA mapping, the sensitivity and specificity were 75% and 100%, respectively, whereas those for CCEP recording were 100% and 89%, respectively. Based on ECS mapping, we resected the frontal lesion, sparing the language cortices. After surgery, the patient suffered from transient naming difficulty for 2 weeks.
Case 5
This 48-year-old man had experienced a generalized seizure 1 month earlier, and although he had no neurological deficit, MRI uncovered a ringlike enhancement lesion in the left insular cortex (Fig. 4A) . Under awake craniotomy, we achieved linguistic HGA, frontal CCEPs, and ECS mapping (Fig. 4B-D) . Whereas the sensitivity and specificity of linguistic HGA were 100% and 92%, respectively, frontal CCEPs showed a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 81%.
The combination of linguistic HGA and frontal CCEPs needed no patient cooperation or effort. The overall sensitivity and specificity in 4 patients were 93.8% and 89%, respectively (Table 2 ).
discussion
This report described a passive mapping procedure that facilitates intraoperative language mapping with no requirement for patients to perform semantic tasks. The procedure consisted of 2 novel steps: 1) linguistic HGA mapping with linguistic sounds; and 2) CCEP with electrical pulses to the temporal receptive language area. Linguistic HGA mapping quickly indicated the language-related area on the temporal lobe, with high sensitivity and specificity. Electrical stimulation to the identified temporal receptive language area by linguistic HGA mapping evoked CCEPs in the frontal lobe. The ECS mapping of the areas with CCEPs evoked functional deficits of language-related functions with high sensitivity. This study demonstrates that the proposed novel technique was reliable for functional brain mapping of higher complex functions without the need for active tasks, which we termed "passive" mapping in awake craniotomy.
Over the last decade, growing attention has been given to the study of brain oscillatory activity, including eventrelated synchronization (ERS) and event-related desynchronization (ERD) in human ECoG. The ERS and ERD can be observed in various frequency ranges, and HGA or ERS in the broad-band, high-gamma-frequency range has been among the other most intensively studied methods. Previous electrophysiology reports 3 suggest strong correlations between HGA and various functional domains, including auditory 5, 8, 36 and language. 6, 20, 37 Gamma oscillation may be induced by synchronized activity of g- aminobutyric acidergic (GABAergic) interneurons in the population network, playing an important role in controlling the timing of action potential generation in pyramidal cells. 4, 12, 13, 35 Recently, several works have revealed that gamma-band power is positively correlated with neuronal firing rates, 21, 23, 26 supporting the view that HGA may be a strong candidate for an index of local cortical activation. Taken together, the analysis of HGA dynamics appears to be one of the most powerful approaches for studying the mechanisms of language functions. Kunii et al. reported on the normalization of subdural electrodes in 21 epileptic patients for visualization of typical HGA dynamics. 17 They integrated the HGAs of all patients onto 1 template brain and compared the results of HGA dynamics for 3 language tasks. They found that significantly increased HGA appeared within 500 msec after the onset of the sound stimuli in the lateral aspect of the temporal lobe. In addition, the Japanese stories in our study that included key linguistic sounds significantly increased HGA in the posterior-lateral temporal language area compared with pure tones.
There have been 2 reports about real-time intraoperative HGA mapping, which stressed 2 key advantages. First, it is noninvasive with no seizure risk. Second, it requires less time for cortical mapping than existing techniques. However, these previous reports still relied on active tasks, such as hand movement, WR, and PN, and therefore were still dependent on patient cooperation. In the present study, we used 2 different sound stimuli to identify the receptive temporal language functions, and found that linguistic sounds consisting of various tones and pitches activated the lateral aspect of the superior and middle temporal gyri. Linguistic HGA mapping was completely passive, allowing rapid assessment of HGA dynamics. Moreover, the sensitivity and specificity of real-time HGA mapping for the receptive temporal language area were 93.8% and 95%, respectively. Linguistic HGA should therefore be a good indicator of receptive-language function.
The CCEP technique provides a unique opportunity to track in vivo cortico-cortical connections electrophysiologically by stimulating part of the cortex through subdural electrodes and recording evoked cortical potentials derived from the remote cortical regions. This method has been reported to delineate the cortico-cortical networks involved in language systems, 19, 22, 27 with 2 reports about intraoperative use of CCEPs for functional language monitoring. Saito et al. found that a patient's language symptoms worsened when CCEPs disappeared during operations and suggested that CCEP profiles may reflect postsurgical neurological symptoms. 29 Matsumoto et al. simultaneously detected CCEPs from both the frontal and temporal language centers by stimulating deep resected areas by the CCEP technique's bidirectional responses. 22 Based on these facts, it appears appropriate to record CCEPs in either cortex for functional mapping of the language network. However, the existing reports were still dependent on patient cooperation to find appropriate stimulus sites for CCEPs by ECS mapping or functional MRI. The novel technique proposed in this study does not require any patient corporation or effort, and we believe that such passive mapping will be applicable to any patient with language deficits or those who are unable to cooperate adequately.
In this report, 4 patients showed only one peak at approximately 55.3 msec during awake craniotomy. According to the original report on CCEPs in epileptic patients, the waveforms typically consisted of two peaks at approximately 30 and 110 msec; however, intraoperative CCEP recording by Saito et al. 29 did observe just one main peak at approximately 50 msec. Given that the original investigation was performed at the bedside, with no effect from anesthesia, it is plausible that the sensitivity and excitability of the CNS may have been different from that during awake craniotomy.
The precise generator mechanisms of CCEPs remain unknown. The general assumption is that on cortical stimulation, orthodromic excitation of cortico-cortical projection neurons occurs through direct depolarization of the initial segment, with concurrent synaptic excitation in the local circuit. With oligosynaptic excitation of the corticocortical projection neurons, the impulse travels through cortico-cortical projections to the target cortex with some jitter, and then generates a relatively blunt potential peak. There was additional potential in the indirect corticosubcortico-cortical pathways, which showed peaks with various latencies. 9 Nevertheless, various hypotheses exist about the origins of CCEPs, so assigning peak CCEPs remains uncertain.
Sanai et al. proposed a new mapping procedure, which they called "negative" mapping. According to their surgical experiences with 145 patients, they concluded that aggressive lesion resection could be safely achieved without producing language deficits. 33 This was because they found no positive language sites, even with limited cortical exposure. Consequently, negative mapping is now widely accepted, although appropriate ECS remains indispensable for making critical resection decisions. Because our primary aim was to perform functional mapping quickly in patients with language deficits, we focused on detecting neurophysiological signals directly from the brain surface without the requirement for active tasks. Thus, we believe that passive mapping, consisting of linguistic HGA and frontal CCEPs, is a valuable alternative to negative mapping. We expect that this novel technique will become established as one of the mapping options for identifying functional areas in patients with neurological deficits. Passive mapping revealed characteristic electrophysiological dynamics in the frontal and temporal language areas, but further verification with a larger sample size is needed to verify our data, clarify the variations in spatial and temporal dynamics of HGA and CCEPs, and investigate clinically significant interpatient differences. We believe that the proposed passive techniques have great potential for intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring in neurosurgery.
conclusions
We demonstrated the clinical impact of passive mapping that detects electrophysiological signals directly from the brain surface. While real-time HGA mapping with linguistic stimuli rapidly indicated the receptive temporal language area, CCEPs appeared on the frontal language cortices. The ECS mapping confirmed the reliability of passive mapping with high sensitivity and specificity. This technique can make functional brain mapping more reliable and enable us to formulate rational and objective operation strategies. Furthermore, passive mapping sheds light on the underlying physiological mechanisms related to language in the human brain. However, a prospective study with a larger sample is needed to verify our results. 
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